Truman Pledges U.S. Support of Plan to Outlaw Atom Bomb

NEW YORK (AP)—President Truman pledges American support Monday to any safe and effective plan that would outlaw the atomic bomb.

"Even the mere possession of the atomic bomb is intolerable. We shall support any plan that would outlaw the atomic bomb."

U.S. May Recognize Tibet as Independent to Allow Arms Aid

WASHINGTON (AP)—The State Department announced Monday that the United States will recognize Tibet as an independent nation to allow arms aid.

"The U.S. government has been informed by Tibet that it wishes to be recognized as an independent nation. We have decided to recognize Tibet as an independent nation to allow arms aid.

Missouri Pacific Engine Gets Ready to Roll

EMPLOYEES OF THE MISSOURI PACIFIC railroad expressed their enthusiasm at the company's new locomotives. The employees were gathered to watch the rollout ceremony and to express their support for the new engines.

Steel Peace Talks Fail Again; CIO Plans Giant Strike

Industry workers in Washington and Monday night that the pay dispute is expected to continue. The strike is expected to last for several days.

Steel Strike Fails; Work on Liberty Hillcrest Unaffected

The strike is expected to continue until the workers accept the company's offer. The workers have been offered a raise, but they have not yet accepted it.

Central Figure in Controversy
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